Welded Industrial
Storage Cabinets
WELDED INDUSTRIAL STORAGE CABINETS
Constructed of 14 gauge steel, Salsbury fully assembled 7100 series industrial
storage cabinets feature an all welded design and are ideal for warehouses,
factories and environments where a durable, industrial strength storage cabinet
is needed. Measuring 24” wide and 72” high, the single door or three (3) door
industrial welded storage cabinets are available in a durable gray, tan or blue
powder coated finish. Industrial welded storage cabinet doors include a continuous
hinge and recessed handle and hasp and can accommodate a built-in lock (#7110
for combination and #7115 for key) and padlock (#7120 for combination and
#7125 for key). Single door industrial welded storage cabinets (#7121) are 24”

DESCRIPTION
71211 - Single Door Welded
Industrial Storage Cabinet

UNIT SIZE

24" W x 72" H x 24" D

WEIGHT
215 lbs.

PRICE
$700.00

deep and include three (3) fixed shelves which can accommodate contents up to
300 pounds per shelf evenly distributed. Three (3) door industrial welded storage
cabinets (#7123) are also 24” deep and include three (3) individual doors and
compartments that measure 24” W x 24” H. Each of the three (3) compartments
can accommodate contents up to 300 pounds evenly distributed.

7121

Volume Discount Pricing
Available at Lockers.com!
recessed handle
and hasp

DESCRIPTION
71231 - Three (3) Door Welded
Industrial Storage Cabinet

UNIT SIZE

24" W x 72" H x 24" D

WEIGHT
220 lbs.

PRICE
$750.00

7123

1 Specify

gray

tan

blue

LOCKS

#7121's with combination padlocks (#7120) displayed
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Phone 1.800.LOCKERS

#7110
Built-in
combination lock
$15.00

#7115
Built-in key lock
with (2) keys
$15.00

lockers.com

#7120
Combination
padlock
$10.00

#7125
Key padlock
with (2) keys
$10.00

Welded Military
Storage Cabinets
TA-50 AND COMBINATION

DESCRIPTION

Constructed of 14 gauge steel, Salsbury fully assembled 7100 series
TA-50 and combination storage cabinets are all welded and ideal for warehouses, factories and military applications where an industrial strength
storage cabinet is needed. Measuring 36” wide, 78” high and 24" deep,
the two (2) door welded military storage cabinets feature vented doors,
tops and side panels that provide visibility and maximum air flow and
are available in a durable gray, tan or blue powder coated finish. Welded
military storage cabinet doors are 17” wide, include continuous hinges
and feature a channel reinforced design for added strength and security.
TA-50 welded military storage cabinets include a fixed top shelf and a 36"
wide coat rod that can accommodate full length garments. Combination
welded military storage cabinets include three (3) 18" wide shelves that
are fastened with heavy duty rivets and a 16" wide coat rod that can accommodate full length garments. Shelves in both units can accommodate
contents up to 300 pounds per shelf evenly distributed. Each cabinet includes a 4” steel handle with a built-in three (3) point locking mechanism
and can accommodate a built-in lock (#7110 for combination and #7115
for key) and padlock (#7120 for combination and #7125 for key).

71501 - Welded Military
Storage Cabinet - TA-50

UNIT SIZE

36" W x 78" H x 24" D

WEIGHT
215 lbs.

PRICE
$800.00

7150

Volume Discount Pricing
Available at Lockers.com!

4" heavy duty
steel handle

DESCRIPTION
71551 - Welded Military
Storage Cabinet - Combination

UNIT SIZE

36" W x 78" H x 24" D

WEIGHT
240 lbs.

PRICE
$875.00

7155

1 Specify

gray

tan

blue

LOCKS

#7150's with optional built-in key locks (#7115) displayed

Phone 1.800.LOCKERS

#7110
Built-in
combination lock
$15.00

#7115
Built-in key lock
with (2) keys
$15.00

lockers.com

#7120
Combination
padlock
$10.00

#7125
Key padlock
with (2) keys
$10.00
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